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Experimental observation of
total-internal-reflection rainbows
Charles L. Adler, James A. Lock, Jonathon Mulholland, Brian Keating, and Diana Ekelman

A new class of rainbows is created when a droplet is illuminated from the inside by a point light source.
The position of the rainbow depends on both the index of refraction of the droplet and the position of the
light source, and the rainbow vanishes when the point source is too close to the center of the droplet.
Here we experimentally measure the position of the transmission and one-internal-reflection totalinternal-reflection rainbows, and the standard 共primary兲 rainbow, as a function of light-source position.
© 2003 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1290, 290.1310, 290.5850.

1. Introduction

In the standard geometrical optics theory of the rainbow, the position of the rainbow is derived by assuming that a bundle of parallel light rays are refracted
into a water droplet, make a number of reflections
inside the droplet, and refract out. The rainbow occurs at a relative minimum in the deflection angle as
a function of the impact parameter of light rays entering the droplet. The assumption that the rays
are parallel means that the light source illuminating
the droplet is infinitely far away. 共Realistic models
of the natural rainbow also must take into account
the finite angular width of the Sun, but we will ignore
this complication.1兲 We can imagine taking a point
source of light and moving it from a great distance
away from the droplet, bringing it closer and closer,
and finally inside the water droplet. Does the nature of the rainbow change when we bring the light
source inside?
It does, in two ways:
共a兲 First, a fundamentally new class of rainbows is
created 关total-internal-reflection 共TIR兲 rainbows
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共TIRRs兲兴 when the light source is moved inside the
droplet.
共b兲 Second, the standard rainbows and TIRRs do
not exist for all positions of the light source. The
rainbow angles are a function of the position of the
light source and cease to exist when the light source
is moved too close to the center of the droplet.
2. Theory

A semiclassical treatment of the scattering of light by
an internal light source in a spherical droplet has been
derived recently.2 In this paper we look only at what
geometrical optics can tell us about this problem.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of a droplet of radius a with
a point source of light inside it at a distance r from the
center. The index of refraction of the droplet is n,
whereas the index of the surrounding medium is 1. A
light ray from the source is internally reflected p ⫺ 1
times before leaving the droplet. We define several
angles as follows:  is the angle that the light ray
makes with respect to a diameter of the droplet that
runs through the light source, ␣ is the angle that the
ray makes with the surface normal to the droplet as it
exits the droplet, ␥ is the angle between the ray and the
surface normal when the ray is refracted out of the
droplet, and  is the total deflection angle from 0°.
From Snell’s law and the law of reflection, we can
derive several relationships among these angles:
共r兾a兲sin  ⫽ sin ␣,

(1)

n sin ␣ ⫽ sin ␥,

(2)

 ⫽  ⫹ 共 p ⫺ 1兲 ⫺ 共2p ⫺ 1兲␣ ⫹ ␥.

(3)

Fig. 1. Ray diagram for light scattered by a point light source
inside a spherical droplet.

Because  can be larger than 180°, we define the
scattering angle, , to be  reduced to the range
0 –180°. Because the light source is inside the droplet, for certain values of r兾a and , light will be totally
internally reflected inside the droplet. Figure 2
shows  as a function of  for r兾a ⫽ 0.8, n ⫽ 4兾3, and
p ⫽ 1 共i.e., no internal reflections兲. For  between
approximately 80° and 110°, the light is totally internally reflected. What is interesting is that for values of  just beyond the TIR region,  goes through a
shallow minimum for a scattering angle that is otherwise forbidden because of TIR. This minimum angle represents a scattering angle for which the
intensity of light 共from geometrical optics兲 diverges:
in other words, a rainbow.
By considering the conditions under which d兾d ⫽
0, we can examine what range of values of  ⫽ r兾a for
which a TIRR can occur. From Eqs. 共1兲–共3兲,
cos 
cos 
d
⫽ 1 ⫺ 共2p ⫺ 1兲
⫹ n
.
d
cos ␣
cos ␥

(4)

Fig. 2. Scattering angle 共兲 as a function of the internal impact
parameter 共兲 for zero internal reflections 共 p ⫽ 1兲. For this diagram, r兾a ⫽ 0.8 and n ⫽ 1.33.

Fig. 3. Scattering angle 共兲 as a function of internal impact parameter 共兲 for one internal reflection 共 p ⫽ 2兲. For this diagram,
r兾a ⫽ 0.8 and n ⫽ 1.33.

Setting the derivative to 0, and using Eqs. 共1兲–共3兲 to
substitute for cos ␣ and cos ␥, we find

1⫹

nx
⫺ 共2p ⫺ 1兲
关1 ⫺ n  共1 ⫺ x 2兲兴 1兾2
2 2

⫻

x
⫽ 0,
关1 ⫺  共1 ⫺ x 2兲兴 1兾2
2

(5)

where x ⫽ cos  in this expression. Since x ⱕ 1,  ⱖ
1兾n if there is to be a zero for this expression; thus
this TIRR occurs for values of r兾a between 0.75 and 1
for n ⫽ 4兾3. For this index the rainbow angle 
varies between 131° 共for r兾a ⫽ 0.75兲 and 158.5° 共for
r兾a ⫽ 1兲.
If light is reflected once before exiting the water
droplet, potentially two different types of rainbow
can be created: the standard p ⫽ 2 rainbow, and,
because some of the rays from the point source will
be totally internally reflected, a p ⫽ 2 TIRR. Figure 3 is a graph of  versus  for the p ⫽ 2 case for
r兾a ⫽ 0.8 and n ⫽ 4兾3. The position of the p ⫽ 2
standard rainbow and the p ⫽ 2 TIRR are indicated
on the graph. 共The dent in the graph near  ⫽ 66°
is an artifact caused by  exceeding 180° at that
point.兲 The behavior of the p ⫽ 2 standard rainbow as the position of the light source is varied is
interesting. For r兾a ⬍ 0.6, the p ⫽ 2 rainbow does
not occur; we can show this by setting x ⫽ 1 in Eq.
共5兲 and solving for . For r兾a ⫽ 0.6 the rainbow
angle is 180°, which is essentially rainbowenhanced glory scattering.3,4 As r兾a approaches 1,
the p ⫽ 2 standard rainbow and the p ⫽ 1 TIRR
merge; this is because a point source located near
the edge of the droplet will have the TIR region
located almost directly behind it on the nearer edge
of the droplet.2 In principle, TIRRs can exist for all
values of p, and the standard rainbow can exist for
all p ⱖ 2, but we do not consider them in this paper,
because they become faint; experimentally, we did
not see any of the p ⬎ 2 rainbows.
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup. In our experiment, L ⫽ 67.5 cm and
a ⫽ 8 cm.

3. Experiment

Figure 4 shows a diagram of the experimental setup
we used to investigate TIRRs. We used a waterfilled globe 共inner diameter, 16 cm; wall thickness,
0.13 cm兲 to simulate a water droplet and placed a
point source of light inside the droplet. Light exiting
the droplet was projected onto a white screen. The
positions of the p ⫽ 1 and p ⫽ 2 TIRRs and the p ⫽
2 standard rainbow were measured on the screen
with a meter stick; in addition to this, we photographed the rainbows, using a high-resolution digital
camera. The point light source that we used was a
bulb from a mini-Maglite flashlight; to hold the bulb
in place, we pushed wires through a double-barreled
plastic coffee stirrer, looped them around the end
prongs of the bulb, and pulled the end of the bulb into
the coffee stirrer. This gave us an electrical contact
of such quality that we did not have to solder the
leads to the wire. We then wrapped the end of the
tube with waterproof tape to seal the bulb from water. The size of the filament is approximately 1 mm
and is located 3 mm from the end of the bulb. Figure
5 is a photo of the experimental setup; the bulb was
held on a mounting arm that was in turn supported
on a translation stage used to change the position of
the light source. We used a low-voltage power sup-

Fig. 5. Photograph of droplet and assembly used to move the light
source. The cross arm holding the light bulb was built on a linear
translation stage, which was moved in 0.5-mm increments to
change the position of the bulb.
408
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ply to illuminate the bulb; experimentally, we found
that the bulb could be powered with a voltage of 2.5 V
without burning it out. The height of the bulb was 8
cm above the bottom of the globe.
Figure 6 shows photographs of the rainbows from
the water-filled globe projected onto a white screen at
a distance of L ⫽ 67.5 cm behind the globe. The p ⫽
1 TIRR, the p ⫽ 2 standard rainbow共s兲, and the p ⫽
2 TIRR are labeled on the figures. The sequence of
Fig. 6 shows a monotonic decrease in r兾a from 0.96
共which is as close to the wall of the globe as we can get
our light source兲 down to r兾a ⫽ 0.6, where the p ⫽ 2
standard rainbow ceases to exist. It is seen that at
r兾a ⫽ 0.75, the p ⫽ 1 and p ⫽ 2 TIRRs vanish as
predicted. Note that they move in opposite directions and that their colors are also oriented in the
opposite manner. At r兾a ⫽ 0.6, the p ⫽ 2 standard
rainbow scattering angle is 180°, and for values of r兾a
less than this, it is gone.
Although it is not immediately obvious from the
photograph, there are in fact two p ⫽ 2 standard
rainbows, which we label ␣ and ␤. We see two p ⫽
2 standard rainbows because of the glass in the globe:
Fig. 7 shows the two ray paths that contribute to the
␣ and ␤ rainbows. Because the relative index difference between glass and air is greater than for
water and glass, the ␤ rainbow will be brighter than
the ␣. The angular separation between the ␣ and
the ␤ rainbows is proportional to the glass thickness
divided by the radius of the globe.5,6 Because there
are two possible internal reflections for the p ⫽ 2
TIRR 共the internal reflection occuring at the water–
glass or the glass–air interface兲, one might expect to
see 2 p ⫽ 2 TIRRs; however, only one was seen. We
conjecture that the second is too faint to be seen
against the background of scattered light from the
globe.
Figure 8 shows a graph of the scattering angle as a
function of r兾a for the p ⫽ 1 and p ⫽ 2 TIRRs and the
p ⫽ 2 standard rainbow. Both experiment and theory are shown. For the theory, two corrections had
to be made to the rainbow angle: One was due to the
glass thickness, and one was due to a geometrical
correction resulting from the fact that all experimental angles were measured with respect to the center of
the glass globe and the scattering screen is not infinitely far away from the globe. The theory and experiment match well, except for the p ⫽ 2 TIRR,
where the theory and experiment are a few degrees
apart but have the same functional dependence on
r兾a. We are not certain why the discrepancy is so
large for the p ⫽ 2 TIRR but conjecture that it is
because the globe is not a perfect sphere and that
departures from sphericity will have a larger effect on
the positions of the higher-order rainbows than on
the lower-order ones.7 Although we did not examine
the colors of these rainbows in detail, from experiment the angular width of the rainbows was of the
order of 1–2° for all four rainbows for r兾a ⫽ 0.9. One
can use Eqs. 共1兲–共5兲 and the dispersion of the refractive index of water to predict the angular width; for
r兾a ⫽ 0.9, the angular width of the rainbow is pre-

Fig. 6. Photographs of the light scattered by the droplet projected onto a screen. 共a兲 r兾a ⫽ 0.96. 1. p ⫽ 1 TIRR rainbow, 2. p ⫽ 2 standard
rainbow. 共b兲 r兾a ⫽ 0.8. 1. p ⫽ 1 TIRR rainbow, 2. p ⫽ 2 TIRR rainbow, 3. p ⫽ 2 “standard” rainbow. 共c兲 r兾a ⫽ 0.75. At this light source
position, the p ⫽ 1 TIRR vanishes, leaving only the p ⫽ 2 TIRR and the standard rainbows. 1. p ⫽ 2 TIRR rainbow, 2. p ⫽ 2 standard
rainbow. 共d兲 r兾a ⫽ 0.6. At this light source position, the p ⫽ 2 standard rainbows converge at a scattering angle of  ⫽ 180°. For
smaller values of r兾a, they cease to exist.

dicted to be 0.71° for the p ⫽ 1 TIRR, 1.56° for the p ⫽
2 TIRR, and 0.46° for the p ⫽ 2 standard rainbow.
This is in decent agreement with observation, although it does not take into account the refractive
effects of the glass or its dispersion.
If we walk around the globe and look at the light

Fig. 7. Ray diagram showing the origin of the ␣ and ␤ rainbows.

Fig. 8. Position of the p ⫽ 1 and p ⫽ 2 TIRRs and the p ⫽ 2
standard ␣ and ␤ rainbows as a function of light source position.
Points, experiment; solid curve, theoretical fit.
20 January 2003 兾 Vol. 42, No. 3 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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and increase the viewing angle through the sequence
to the point where the observer’s eye is in the region
to intercept rays from the p ⫽ 1 TIRR. In Fig. 9共a兲
one image of the light source is visible, corresponding
to a one-ray region. In Fig. 9共b兲, when we increase
the viewer’s observing angle further, the light source
cannot be seen because of TIR. In Fig. 9共c兲 two images of the light source are seen, corresponding to the
p ⫽ 1 TIRR.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 9. Glare-spot sequence. r兾a ⫽ 0.9. 共a兲 One-ray region.
Light source clearly visible; one image of it seen. 共b兲 Zero-ray
region. Light source invisible because of total internal reflection.
共c兲 Two-ray region. Two images of light source visible. The light
source is in about the right position for the viewer to see the p ⫽
1 TIRR.

source, we will see some interesting things as we
change our viewpoint. Figure 9 shows a glare-spot
sequence for r兾a ⬃ 0.9. In this sequence we are
looking directly at the globe while changing the viewing angle of the observer. The position of the light
source is kept constant. We start out at a viewing
angle corresponding to a scattering angle near 90°
410
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By illuminating a water droplet from the inside, we
have created and seen a fundamentally new class of
rainbows that to our knowledge have never been recognized or closely examined before. One potential
field where this research may be relevant is in the
excitation of morphology-dependant resonances and
the examination of single-molecule fluorescence in
levitated droplets, droplet streams, and solid
particles.8 –11 There are intriguing data in the paper
by Hill et al.11 in which they measured the angular
dependence of the fluorescence of Coumarin dye molecules in a micodroplet. For three-photon excitation
of the dye there seems to be an excess of fluorescence
at angles near 150°. This may be significant, as the
rate of three-photon excitation is proportional to the
product of the intensity of three laser fields inside the
droplet; because of this, the region where the probability of three-photon excitation of the dye is high is
localized. Because the fluorescence is coming from a
localized region inside the droplet, the excess signal is
possibly an example of a p ⫽ 1 TIRR.11 We are
currently putting together an experiment to measure
the intensity of the rainbow as a function of scattering angle, to allow further comparison with singlemolecule fluorescence results.
As far as examples from meteorological optics go,
Young12 made an interesting observation during the
2001 Meteorological Optics Conference: Consider
reversing the direction of light rays so that we have
rays from outside the sphere converging on a point
inside it. If we place an observer at this point, and
consider the bowl to be the observer’s sky, then the
observer will see multiple images of parallel rays that
hit the sky at angles near the TIRR impact parameters. This is analagous to the refraction of light rays
in a stratified atmosphere, which produces multiple,
distorted images of the setting Sun.12
We thank our two reviewers for a number of suggestions that strengthened the paper, especially the
reviewer who called our attention to Refs. 9 –11.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation 共NSF兲 grant PHY-9987862 and by NASA
grant NCC3-521.
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